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====== meek It's worth noting that the link in the title is for this part: [Rus.Eng]. ------ satyajitc I also getting this txt file in my downloads folder. ~~~ meek It's a text file (or a trojan) of some sort. ~~~ satyajitc Is there anyway to hack it / to open it. Will be very helpful if there is any solution ------ jtj Revo is extremely buggy, worse than Deus Ex. Q: running
a code locally and analyzing the results online If I have a code that run on a online server, and I want to test on my local machine, what is the best way to do this? I have already tested this on local machine, but with timeout. I have updated the site and the code, and after uploading it i want to know where it is on my local machine. I am using eclipse as a IDE.
Thanks A: Remote debugging is done using the remote (IP or hostname) address as the localhost. The server is running server side, but the IDE acts as a client. The breakpoint(s) that were hit will also show in the 'view' tab of the Java perspective, and the threads will also show up in the 'threads' tab. You can also use Wireshark to see the traffic. You can also
use the remote debugger option if you have the server installed on your local machine. (Installing the JDK is not necessary.) See the Java Remote Debugging guide. Q: How to find the missing number using two numbers? Suppose I have two numbers $a$ and $b$. Now I have to use the numbers $a$ and $b$ to find the missing number, but I cannot use anything
else than $a$ and $b$. So for example: $a=5$ and $b=4$, the missing number is $7$. How do I solve that? A: In base $10$ you can think of the number $7$ as being equal to the product of $5$ and $3$. In base $a$ (where $a$ is the base) you could consider the number equal to $a^5b$. Similarly
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